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Article 6 of the draft UNESCO Declaration on the Human

Genome declares:

"No one shall be subjected to discrimination based
on genetic characteristics that is intended to infringe
or has the effect of infringing human rights,
fundamental freedoms and human dignity".

What is the meaning of this provision? Why has it been

included in the draft?

For centuries, scholars and writers have been striving to

express fundamental human rights. The attempt actually goes

•
Justice of the High Court of Australia. Member of the
UNESCO International Bioethics Committee. Member of the
Ethics Committee of the Human Genome Organisation.
President of the International Commission of Jurists.
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back to ancient civilisations. In modern times, it is reflected in

Britain's Magna Carta, in the French Declaration of the Rights of

and of the Citizen and in the United States Bill of Rights. In

international community the endeavour gained momentum

after the Universal Declaration of Human Rights was adopted in

1948. One of the golden threads that runs through all of these

documents is the principle that each human being has an

inherent dignity, basic rights and fundamental freedoms which no

government, no individual or powerful corporation has the right

to take away.

Another golden thread is that human beings should not be

discriminated against upon the basis of irrational considerations

over which they have no control: their gender, their race, their

skin colour, their sexuality, their age etc. An abiding theme of

the United Nations human rights instruments has been the

insistence upon safeguarding equal opportunity for all, so that

can make the journey through life without suffering

irrational and unjust disadvantages because of immutable

characteristics of nature.

Sadly, the century that has witnessed the advent of this

global movement for human rights has also seen unprecedented

efforts of oppressive governments and others with power to

diminish human dignity on the basis of genetic characteristics.

The Nazi Holocaust against people of Jewish ethnicity and other

victims is a well-known example. "Ethnic cleansing" in several
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parts of the world has stained the recent history of humanity.

But the eugenics movement earlier in the century, which

enforced sterilisation of people with supposed mental or physical

disabilities, also involved infringements of basic human rights.

Only today are we discovering the gross affronts to human

dignity perpetrated in the name of "genetic cleansing".

Advances in technology present many new challenges to

human rights. Informatics is an obvious example. But so is the

development of gene technology. As the Human Genome Project

unlocks the secrets of how genes cause particular characteristics

in human beings, it is important that humanity should assert and

protect the precious diversity of our species. It is that diversity

in the human gene pool which has protected humanity in the

past from the ravages of plague and pestilence. Advancing

knowledge about the genome will lead to demands to eliminate

foetuses with particular genetic characteristics. This should be

permitted, if at all, only upon conditions which uphold the

diversity of our species and maintain human dignity. Eliminating

painful inherited diseases is one thing. But eliminating a

particular race, people of a particular skin colour or sexual

orientation, gender or personal characteristics would be quite

intolerable. After all, our genetic diversity is what makes us

human. We will need guidance in the future as to how far we

can go with genetic manipulation and alteration of the human

species. The draft UNESCO Decfaration is the first step on the
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to global consensus upon this topic which affects human

beings everywhere in the world.

On a practical level. it will be necessary in the future to

address many hard questions. Should insurers be entitled to

know about your genome? Should they have this right even if

yourself do not wish to know all the secrets of your medical

Should employers be entitled to demand that workers

"nnom" genetic tests? The answers to these and other practical

questions may only be given in a way compatible with human

fundamental freedoms and human dignity. That is the

message which this article of the draft UNESCO

Declaration conveys.

The mysteries of DNA and of the genome will certainly be

unravelled by scientists. The result will be the encyclopaedia of

medicine of the coming millennium. The use we make of this

information is up to humanity. That use must be compatible

with the fundamental human rights belonging to all human

beings. But the basic quandary which is now presented to us is

whether we can, and should, redefine the human species and

change elements of its genetic makeup which have existed

through long millennia until now. The central message which the

UNESCO Declaration brings is that any such changes must

conform to fundamental human rights and freedoms and to

human dignity.
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_•.,.,:.C(States should respect and promote the practice of solidaritv towards individuals.
"-&'x-:'\',. .'

';jiii1l1~s and populanon groups who are pamcularly vulnerable to or affected by
~"e!ls'e'-ordisability of a generic character. They should foster mte,. alia research on

-'&,;i\-'tifibation, prevention and treannent of genetically-based and genetically
'1iilllia1,-bed diseases. in parricular rare as well as endemic diseases which affect large

''jjliiufu~gi-sof the world's population.
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.,?~~;:States should make every effort, with due and appropriate regard for the

\~#~b.iPles set out in this Declaration, to continue fostering the international
di~efujnationof scientific knowledge concerning the human genome, human diversity

iij,1fa1:~~7tic research and, in that regard, to foster scientific and cultural co-operarion.
"'{~CiiJarly between industrialized and developing countries.
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ii~~\ In the framework of international co-operation with developing countries.
;State~.$liould seek to encourage that:

~;f:::?' i) the assessment of the tisks and benefits pertaining to research on ule
human genome is ascerrained and abuse is prevented;

ii) the capaci[\' of developing counnies to carry out research on
human bIology and genetics. taking into consideration their
specific problems. is developed and strengthened:

iii) developing counnies can benefit from the achievements of
sciennfic and technological research so that their use in favour of
economic and social progress can be to the benefit of all:

iv) the free exchange of SCientific kno\-vledge and information In the
areas of biology. genetlcs and medicine is promoted.

Relevant international orgonizations shall supporr and promote the
.,'"roo,.,I,<,~ by States for the aforementioned purposes.
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Artleie C1

. States should t~ke oppropriote measures to encouroge other forms of research.
_,rijrl!! and information dissemination conducive to raising the awareness of society

B':hiT of its members of thm responsibilities regarding the fund:rrnent.1l issu~s
l~iiIlg to the defence of humJ!1 dignity which may be raised by research in biology.
ill~n~tics and in mediclne. 3I\d the applications thereof. They should also undertake
':!:facilitate on this subject an open international discussion. ensuring the free
"~--'--

.p\-~ssion of various socio-cultural. religious and philosophical opinions.

I G. IMPLEMEl'iTATIONOFTHEDECLARATION I

Article 21

States should make every effott to promote the principles set out in this
should. by means of all appropriate measures. promote their

Article 23

States should take oppropriote measures to promote. through education. training
.an'finformation disseminanon. respect for the aforementioned principles and to foster
;-..,:~--.
'l~~iETecognition and etTecn\'e applic~tion. States should also ·encourage exchanges
"M4nerworks' between independent ethics committees. as thev are established. to foster
&Ii collaboration.

_.~rllcle J..J

.+;\0;~".--: The international S;·')":~:~;(;i Committee of l~tSCO shouiJ c:mmDute to the
:WJ~emination of the pnnClples set out in this Declaranon and to further the

{~i;~_:,~~":munanon of issues r:lis~:i b~ their applications and the e\'olunon of the technologies
t?;tiW~t9uesrion. It should org.:lf.i':~ appropriate consultario~s \\;th parri~s concerned. such
~''j;;~'''vulnerable groups. It ,houlel make reconunendanons. according to l ~SCO's
ig~'~~g~tOry procedures. addr~ss~d to the General Conference and give ad\·ice concerning
jf~Thf.follow-up of this Declar~tion. in particular the identification of proctices that could
0iil1~>,:'~onlTary [0 human dignir,". ~;uch as germ-line interventions.

ArlIc!e 25

Nothing In this DeciarJnon may be interpreted as implying for J!1V S[~te. group
,,<person any claim ro en!!ag~ In any activity or to perform any act coorrj,[\, to human

;.J)g1ts 3lld fundamental i;ee-Joms. including mfer aha the pnnClples set 'out in this
Jicclaranon

~~~'::.
~{~Y:;
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